
A company

Q1 What is your organisation's/project's name?

FTL Systems BV (Netherlands)

Q2 Your organisation's/project's website 

http://www.ftlsystems.eu

Q3 Are you?

Q4 Your name

Q5 Your email address

Q6 Your contact phone number
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Q7 Please summarise who you are and what you do

The team behind FTL Systems has a proven track record building extraordinary processors,
computer systems and HPC applications.  We are shifting from a US-centric corporate group 
which focused on military and government systems.  We are becoming a Dutch/Swiss/German 
corporate group designing and manufacturing extraordinary, commercial HPC systems solely 
in Europe.  

Our long track record involves building world's fastest processors and most secure, power-
efficient computer systems along with specific applications which are only possible using the
performance provided by our processors.  Skills span compilers, artificial intelligence, CPU
design, system design, electronic device fab (superconductors and semiconductors), systems,
electronic design automation, entertainment systems (immersive virtual reality), OO database.....

Q8 In what way would like to contribute to an EsD project? As a technology provider,

As a system
integrator

Q9 What would be your contribution to an EsD project?

FTL Systems is building systems leaping into the commercially practical ExaScale era.  Our systems can
contribute to an EsD project:
* designed and manufactured solely in Europe (including electronic and electro-optic devices)
* radically different processors running up to fractional PetaFLOP per CPU, ~1,000 CPU for ExaScale
* ExaScale systems that are economically practical for corporations to build, power and maintain
* hybrid cpu with extraordinary numeric and artificial intelligence capability
* intrinsic security
* power-efficient logic and systems
* integrated optics and electronics
* networking systems switching TeraBit/second, secure optical links
* experience building the highest bandwidth "file systems" available
* microwave and RF systems experience (wireless, comms and radar)
* commercial application experience in production engineering, entertainment, financial and other markets
* 20+ years of practical experience and proven capability building and supporting systems at FTL

Systems, IBM, Cray, Sun, ...
* large team relocating long term to the Netherlands, Switzerland and Germany for the opportunity to

build the corporation again.

Q10 What partners are you looking for?

We are looking for European partners in the HPC space who are interested in systems that are well
beyond the capabilities of mainstream systems built on microprocessors and GPU systems.  We are
looking for European HPC groups that want truly extraordinary systems and performance running not only numeric but also artificial 
intelligence applications. Partners need to able and willing to help establish a radical new standard for HPC from Europe.  Help us define 
an extraordinary new era.
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Q11 Please include links to any additional material.

Prace17:
For a quick summary on our upcoming HPC from FTL Systems please see:
http://www.prace-ri.eu/IMG/pdf/P17_Willis_John-LeapingToExaScaleFinal.pdf.
(Talk at PRACE '17 in Barcelona).

Q12 Other comments/ideas Respondent skipped this question
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